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The approximate tubular 
neighborhood theorem 

By BRUCE HUGHES* 

In memory of James Robert Boyd Jr. (1921-2001) 

Abstract 

Skeleta and other pure subsets of manifold stratified spaces are shown to 
have neighborhoods which are teardrops of stratified approximate fibrations 

(under dimension and compactness assumptions). In general, the stratified 

approximate fibrations cannot be replaced by bundles, and the teardrops can- 
not be replaced by mapping cylinder neighborhoods. Thus, this is the best 

possible topological tubular neighborhood theorem in the stratified setting. 

1. Introduction 

One of the most striking differences between smooth and topological man- 
ifolds concerns neighborhoods of submanifolds. For smooth manifolds there is 
the classical Tubular Neighborhood Theorem of Whitney asserting that every 
smooth submanifold has a neighborhood which is the mapping cylinder of a 
smooth spherical fibre bundle. For locally flat topological submanifolds, the 

examples of Rourke and Sanderson [26] show that neighborhoods which are 

mapping cylinders of topological spherical fibre bundles need not exist. How- 

ever, Edwards [7] proved that locally flat topological submanifolds of manifolds 
of dimension greater than five do have mapping cylinder neighborhoods, but 
the maps are a weak type of bundle now called a manifold approximate fibra- 
tion (see [20]). 

For stratified spaces, there is a similar, but even more pronounced, dif- 
ference between the smooth and topological categories. On the one hand, 
there are the smoothly stratified spaces originally studied by Mather, Thom 
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and Whitney (see [22], [29], [9]). Skeleta have mapping cylinder neighbor- 
hoods whose maps are systems of topological fibre bundles (see [23]). On the 
other hand, there are the topologically stratified spaces of Siebenmann [27] and 

Quinn [25]. In this setting skeleta (and even strata) may fail to have mapping 
cylinder neighborhoods, and even when they do (as is the case for locally flat 
submanifolds), the maps need not be fibre bundles. 

The main result of this paper provides a substitute for the missing map- 
ping cylinder neighborhoods in topologically stratified spaces. 

We work with the manifold stratified spaces of Quinn [25]. These spaces 
are more general than the locally conelike spaces of Siebenmann [27] in that 
Quinn's spaces are only locally conelike up to stratified homotopy equivalence. 
In fact, the beauty of Quinn's spaces is that their defining conditions are 
homotopy-theoretical (from which geometric-topological properties can be de- 
duced). One point compactifications of manifolds with a finite number of tame 
ends are examples of Quinn stratified spaces which are locally conelike if and 
only if the manifolds admit boundary completions. For another illustration of 
the ubiquity of stratified spaces in the sense of Quinn, Cappell and Shaneson 

[1] have shown that mapping cylinders of stratified maps between smoothly 
stratified spaces are manifold stratified spaces, even though they need not be 
smoothly stratified (cf. [13]). For a survey on the various types of stratifica- 
tions, as well as related information, see Hughes and Weinberger [21]. 

Here is the main result of this paper. 

APPROXIMATE TUBULAR NEIGHBORHOOD THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a 

manifold stratified space with compact singular set Xsing such that all the non- 
minimal strata of X have dimension greater than or equal to five. If Y C Xsing 
is a pure subset of X, then Y has an approximate tubular neighborhood in X. 

The terminology in the theorem is explained fully in the sections to follow, 
but here is a brief introduction. Pure subsets are closed unions of strata, an 
important example being skeleta. Approximate tubular neighborhoods are 
generalizations of mapping cylinder neighborhoods of fibre bundles. Both the 
mapping cylinder structure and the fibre bundle structure are weakened. The 
mapping cylinder of a map p: E -* B is replaced by the teardrop of a map 
q: U -+ B x R. A neighborhood of B is constructed from this data by gluing 
B to U using the map q. If q were a fibre bundle, then this neighborhood 
would be an open mapping cylinder of the desuspension of q (in which the R 
factor is split off). In general, q is just required to have a very weak homotopy 
lifting property, namely, q is a manifold stratified approximate fibration. Even 
though desuspension is unavailable for these maps, there is still quite a lot of 
geometry behind them. 
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The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on both the statements and techniques 
of special cases which have already been worked out. First, there is the very 
important case of manifold stratified spaces with only two strata studied by 
Hughes, Taylor, Weinberger and Williams [18]. Hughes and Ranicki [17] spe- 
cialized further by requiring the lower stratum to be a point. That single strata 
have approximate tubular neighborhoods was established in [15]. 

The converse of Theorem 1.1, namely, that the teardrop of a manifold 
stratified approximate fibration is a manifold stratified space, was proved 
in [14]. 

Quinn indicated in his address to the International Congress [24] that 
topology with control is critical for the study of singular and stratified spaces. 
Indeed, the basic tools used in this paper come from controlled topology. In 
particular, the geometric techniques have evolved from Chapman's controlled 
engulfing methods [3], [4]. Other stratified tools come from [12] and [13]. The 
main external input needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1 is Quinn's Isotopy 
Extension Theorem [25]. 

Some applications of the approximate tubular neighborhood theorem have 
already been outlined in the literature. Perhaps the most important is the al- 
ternative approach to Weinberger's surgery-theoretic classification of manifold 
stratified spaces offered by him in [30, p. 189] and [32, pp. 518-519]. The alter- 
native approach applies to unstable classification directly whereas Weinberger's 
first proof involves stabilization-destabilization. 

Weinberger, in his address to the International Congress [31], mentions 
applications to equivariant versions of local contractiblity of homeomorphism 
groups and cell-like approximation theorems. These results were first estab- 
lished by Siebenmann [27] and Steinberger and West [28], respectively, in the 
locally linear case. Another important application is to complete the realiza- 
tion part of Quinn's h-cobordism theorem [25]. This was done for two strata by 
Hughes, Taylor, Weinberger and Williams in [18]. Further applications, includ- 

ing multiparameter isotopy extension theorems and Thom's isotopy lemmas, 
are mentioned in [11]. Complete details of these applications, along with results 
concerning uniqueness, will be forthcoming. 

This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2, 3 and 4 contain the basic 
definitions and background information on manifold stratified spaces, stratified 
approximate fibrations, teardrops and approximate tubular neighborhoods. 
Section 5 contains a special case which will be used in the proof of the main 
result: it is shown that collars of strata have approximate tubular neighbor- 
hoods. Section 6 establishes approximate tubular neighborhoods for certain 
subsets of the singular set, the singular up-sets. Finally, Section 7 contains the 
proof of the main result. 

I want to thank Bruce Williams for the many stimulating discussions we 
have had about the results in this paper. 
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2. Manifold stratified spaces 

This section contains the basic definitions from the theory of stratifications 
as presented in [11], [12], [13], [14], [18], [25]. 

Definition 2.1. A stratification of a space X consists of an index set I 
and a locally finite partition {Xi}iz of locally closed subspaces of X (the Xi 
are pairwise disjoint and their union is X). For i E I, Xi is called the i-stratum 
and the closed set 

Xi= U{Xk I Xk n cl(Xi) # 0} 

is called the i-skeleton. We say X is a space with a stratification. 

For a space X with a stratification {Xi}iEz, define a relation < on the 
index set I by i < j if and only if Xi C cl(Xj). The Frontier Condition is 
satisfied if for every i,j E I, Xi n cl(Xj) #7 0 implies Xi C cl(Xj), in which 
case < is a partial ordering of I and X' = cl(Xi) for each i E I. 

If X is a space with a stratification satisfying the Frontier Condition and 
Y is a union of strata of X, then cl(Y) \ Y is closed in X. 

If X is a space with a stratification, then a map f: Z x A -> X is stratum 
preserving along A if for each z E Z, f({z} x A) lies in a single stratum of X. 
In particular, a map f Z x I --+ X is a stratum preserving homotopy if f 
is stratum preserving along I. A homotopy f: Z x I -- X whose restriction 
to Z x [0,1) is stratum preserving along [0,1) is said to be nearly stratum 
preserving. 

Definition 2.2. Let X be a space with a stratification {Xi}iz and Y C X. 

(1) Y is forward tame in X if there exist a neighborhood U of Y in X 
and a homotopy h: U x I --+ X such that ho = inclusion : U -- X, htlY = 

inclusion: Y -+ X for each t E I, hi(U) = Y, and h((U \ Y) x [0,1)) C X \ Y. 

(2) The homotopy link of Y in X is defined by 

holink(X, Y) = {cw E X I (t) C Y if and only if t = 0}. 

(3) Let xo E Xi C X. The local holink (or local homotopy link) at xo is 

holink(X, xo) = {a E holink(X, Xi) I| w(0) = xo 

and wc(t) C Xj for some j, for all t (0, 1]}. 

All path spaces are given the compact-open topology. Evaluation at 0 
defines a map q : holink(X,Y) -- Y called holink evaluation. There is a 
natural stratification of holink(X, xo) into disjoint subspaces 

holink(X, xo)j = {w C holink(X, xo) ] w(1) C Xj}. 
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Definition 2.3. A space X with a stratification satisfying the Frontier 
Condition is a manifold stratified space if the following four conditions are 
satisfied: 

(1) Forward tameness. For each k > i, the stratum Xi is forward tame in 

Xi U Xk. 

(2) Normal fibrations. For each k > i, the holink evaluation 

q: holink(Xi U Xk, Xi) - Xi 

is a fibration. 

(3) Compactly dominated local holinks. For each xo C X, there exist a 
compact subset C of the local homotopy link holink(X, xo) and a stratum 
preserving homotopy 

h : holink(X, xo) x I -* holink(X, xo) 

such that ho = id and hi(holink(X, xo)) C C. 

(4) Manifold strata property. X is a locally compact, separable metric 
space, each stratum Xi is a topological manifold (without boundary) and X 
has only finitely many nonempty strata. 

If X is only required to satisfy conditions (1) and (2), then X is a homo- 
topically stratified space. 

Definition 2.4. The singular set of a space X with a stratification {Xi}iEz 
is 

Xsing = U{Xi | for some j E Z, j ~ i, cl(Xj) n Xi - 0}. 

In other words, Xsing is the union of all nonmaximal strata of X. 

Definition 2.5. A subset A of a space X with a stratification is a pure 
subset if A is closed and is a union of strata of X. 

3. Stratified approximate fibrations 

We now give the definitions of the types of maps which are important for 
manifold stratified spaces. 

Definition 3.1. Let X and Y be spaces with stratifications {Xi}JiE and 

{Yj}jEJ, respectively, and let p: X -; Y be a map. 

(1) p is a stratified fibration provided that given any space Z and any 
commuting diagram 
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z f > x 

XO1 1P 

Z x I > Y 

with F a stratum preserving homotopy, there exists a stratified solution; i.e., 

a stratum preserving homotopy F: Z x I > X such that F(z,O) = f(z) for 

each z E Z and pF = F. The diagram above is a stratihied horrzotopy lifting 

problem. 

(2) p is a weaAc stratified approxirnate fibration provided that given any 

stratified homotopy lifting problem, there exists a weak stratified controlled 

solution; i.e., a map F: Z x I x [0,1) X which is stratum preserving along 

I x [O, 1) such that F(z, O, t) = f (z) for each (z, t) E Z x [O, 1) and the function 

F: ZxIxI > Y defined by F[ZxIx [O, 1) = pF and FIZxIx {1} = Fxid{1} 

is continuous. 

(3) p is a rnanifold strcltified approximate fibration (MSAF) if X and Y 

are manifold stratified spaces and p is a proper weak stratified approximate 

fibration. 

(4) If oe is an open cover of Y, then p is a stratified a-fibration provided 

that given any stratified homotopy lifting problem, there exists a stratified 

c>-solqbtion; i.e., a stratum preserving homotopy F: Z x I > X such that 

F(z, O) = f(z) for each z E Z and pF is oe-close to F. 

(5) p is a manifold approximate fibration (MAF) if p is a MSAF and X 

and Y have only one stratum each (i.e., they are manifolds). 

See [16] for clarification about weak stratified approximate fibrations and 

how the definition aboare relates to definitions in previous papers. 

4. Teardrops and approximate tubular neighborhoods 

This section contains a review of the basic teardrop construction. Given 

spaces X, Y and a map p: X > Y x X, the teardrop of p is the space denoted 

by X Up Y whose underlying set is the disjoint union X II Y with the minimal 

topology such that 

(1) X c X Up Y is an open embedding, and 

(2) the function c: X Up Y > Y x (-oo, +oo] defined by 

(p(x), if xEX 

( ) 5 (x, +oo), if x E Y 

is continuous. 
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This is a generalization of the construction of the open mapping cylinder 
0 

of a map g : X -+ Y. Namely, cyl(g) is the teardrop (X x R) Ugxid Y. However, 
not all teardrops are open mapping cylinders because not all maps to Y x IR 
can be split as a product. See [18] for more about the teardrop construction. 

If X is a space with a stratification and A C X, we say A has an approx- 
imate tubular neighborhood in X if there is an open neighborhood U of A and 
an MSAF 

p: U\A- A x R 

such that the natural function (U \ A) Up A -+ U is a homeomorphism. This has 
previously been called an MSAF teardrop neighborhood in X. The condition is 
equivalent to saying that p is an MSAF and the natural extension 

p : U -+ A x (-oo, +oo] 

is continuous. In this case, p is also an MSAF when A x (-oc, +oc] is given 
the natural stratification (see [14, Prop. 7.1], [18]). 

If A does have an approximate tubular neighborhood in X, then it is 
usually more convenient to replace R by (0, +oo) with {0} c [0, +oo) playing 
the role of {+oo} E (-oo, +oc]. Thus, there is a map of the form 

. : U -> A x [0, +oo) 

where U is an open neighborhood of A in X, o-1(A x {0}) = A, 91 A - 
A x {0} is the identity, and 9o is an MSAF. This map qp is called an approximate 
tubular neighborhood map for A in X. 

The following results show that the teardrop construction yields manifold 
stratified spaces and that strata have approximate tubular neighborhoods. 

THEOREM 4.1 ([14]). If X and Y are manifold stratified spaces each with 
only finitely many strata and p X -+ Y x (0, +oo) is a manifold stratified 
approximate fibration, then the teardrop X Up Y with the natural stratification 
is a manifold stratified space. 

THEOREM 4.2 ([15]). Let X be a manifold stratified space with a stratum 
A satisfying: 

(1) A has compact closure cl(A) in X, 

(2) if Z1 and Z2 are distinct strata of X with Z1 C cl(A) n cl(Z2), then 
dim(Z2) > 5. 

Then A has an approximate tubular neighborhood in X. 
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5. Approximate tubular neighborhoods of collars of strata 

In [15] there is a proof that strata in manifold stratified spaces have ap- 
proximate tubular neighborhoods (under dimension and compactness assump- 
tions). In this section we extend that result slightly to show that collars of 
strata have approximate tubular neighborhoods. This will be important in the 
next section. 

The main result of this section is Proposition 5.2. Its proof uses variations 
of the results in [152 on "stratified sucking" and "homotopy near a stratum." 
The reader is required to be familiar with those proofs. Lemma 5.1 shows how 
to deal with the problem that limits of stratum preserving processes need not 
be stratum preserving. 

Throughout this section let N denote a manifold (without boundary), 
possibly noncompact. Consider N x [O, +oo) as a manifold stratified space 
with two strata: N x {0} and N x (O, +oo). Let r1: N x [O, +oo) -> N and 
T2: N x [O, +oo) > [O, +oo) denote the two projections. We will assume that 
the one-point compactification of N is a manifold stratified space with two 
strata (N and the point at infinity) and that dimN > 5 if N is noncompact. 
This allows us to assume that N has a metric with the property that for every 
E > O there is a d > O such that any two maps into N which are b-close are 
£-homotopic (rel any subset where the two maps agree). Usually one would 
only have such a property for measurements made by open covers. However, 
under the assumptions, N has a cocompact open subset which is the infinite 
cyclic cover of a compact manifold [17]. It follows that the desired metric can 
be constructed. N x [O, +oo) is given a standard product metric. 

LEMMA 5.1. Suppose W ts a manifold stratified space and P,Pn: W > 

N x [O, +oo) are proper rnaps for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . such that 
(1) Pn is stratum preserving 21 -hOSOtOPiC to Pn+l for n = 1, 2, 3, .... 
(2) Pn is a stratified 21 -fibrAtiOn for n = 1, 2: 3, .... 

(3) p = limnoo Pn (uniformly) 
Define q: N x [O, +oo) - > N x [O, +oo) by 

((,0) if O<s<10 
q(, s) - 8 (x s - 10) if s > 10. 

Then qp: W N x [O, +oo) is an MSAF. 

Proof. We begin with a general construction which will be used in the 
proof. This so called *-construction is used to convert homotopies into stratum 

preserving homotopies. Let F : Z x I N x [O, oo) be a homotopy such 

that lar2F(z,t)-7r2F(z, °)l < 1 for each (z,t) E Z x I. Define F*: Z x I 
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N x [0, +oc) by 7rlF* - 7rlF and 

7 2F(z, 0) 

F* (z t) (2F(z 0) -5). 2F(z t) 

r2F(')+(6 - 72F(z, 0)) 7r2F(z, 0) 

, 7T2F(Z, t) 

if 7T2F(z, 0) < 5 

if 5 < 7r2F(z, 0) < 6 

if 6 < 7r2F(z, 0). 

One can verify the following properties: 

(1) -TiF* = rF, 

(2) Fo = Fo, 

(3) F* is stratum preserving, 

(4) F* (z, t) = F(z, t) if 7r2F(z, 0) > 6, 

(5) qF* = qF. 

In the course of the proof we will use the observation 7rlqp = 7rip. Also, 
let q : N x [10, +oo) i- N x [0, +oc) be the restriction of q and note that q is 
a homeomorphism. Now let 

z f > 

xO 

w 

Jqp 

ZxI 
F 

> N x [0, +oo) 

be a stratified homotopy lifting problem for which we are required to find a 
weak stratified controlled solution. Since the problem is stratified, 

ir2F(z,t) > 0 == 7r2qpf(z)> 0 7r2pf(z) > 10. 

Define F' : Z x I -+ N x [0, +oc) by 

Fl(z, t) 
_ { (irlF(z, t), 7r2pf(z)) 

'( t) (7riF(z, t), 722q- F(z, t)) = q-1F(z, t) 

One can verify that F' is continuous, qF' = F and 

Z > W 

Xo| p 

if 7r2pf(z) < 10 

if r2pf (z) > 10. 

Z xI F> N x[0, +oc) 

is a stratified homotopy lifting problem. 
We will first show that for every E > 0, the original problem has a stratified 

s-solution. For each n = 1,2,3... let Gn : W x [nl-, jl] -> N x [0, +oo) be 

a stratum preserving 1 -homotopy from Pn to Pn+. The Gn piece together to 
define a map W x [0, 1) -> N x [0, +oo) which is stratum preserving along [0, 1). 
Moreover, G : W x I -> N x [0,+oo) defined by GI(W x [n, -In]) = Gn 
and G(w, 1) = p(w) is a homotopy (continuous, but not necessarily stratum 
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preserving). For each n = 1, 2, 3, . . . consider the homotopy Hn: Zx [-n: 1] - 
N x [O, +oo) defined by 

Hn(z t) = { G(g(z), t + 1) if-t < t < O 
' F'(Z,t) if O < t < 1. 

Note that Hn (z)-1 ) = G( f (Z): nn 1 ) = Pnf (Z) . The *-construction yields a 
stratified homotopy lifting problem 

Z f > W 

X {-n } 1 1 

1 (Hn)* 

which therefore has a stratified 21rl-solution Hn: z x [-1:1] ) W. Given 
£ > 0, n can be chosen large and Hn can be reparametrized (by covering the 
interval [-1, O] quite rapidly) to get a homotopy Hn: z x I > W which is a 
stratified £-solution of the original problem; that is, qpHn is close to F with 
the closeness depending on n. This follows from the observations 

PnH (Hn)* =>pHn (Hn)* =>qpHnq(Hn)* =qHn Ft F 

where "" denotes closeness which is small depending on n. 

Now to get a stratified controlled solution from the existence of strati- 
fied s-solutions (for every £ > 0) one foIlows the proof of the corresponding 
unstratified result [19, Lemma 12.11] using the *-construction as needed. O 

For more notation, let X be a manifold stratified space containing 
N x [O, +oo) so that N x {O} and N x (O, +oo) are strata of X. 

PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose 

(1) N x [O, +oo) hczs compact closure in X, 
(2) if Y and Z are distinct strata of X with Z C cl(N x [O, +X)) ncl(Y), then 

dim(Y) > 5 

Then N x [O, +oo) has an approximate tubular neighborhood in X. 

Proof. Ffom this point on we ask the reader to be familiar with the proofs 
in [17], [18] and, especially, [15] ofthe special cases ofthe approximate tubu- 
lar neighborhood theorem. Let Z = cl(N x [O, +oo)) \ (N x [O, +oo)). In 
order for the techniques of [15, 006,7] to apply we need to assume that Z is 
a single point. As in [15] we can reduce to this case by passing to the quo- 
tient Sp&C%X/Z. Since N x [0,+X) is stratified forward tame in X [12], 
there is a neighborhood U of N x [O, +oo) in X and a nearly stratum pre- 
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serving deformation of U to N x [07 +00) rel N x [O, +oo). This deformation 
induces a map into the open mapping cylinder of the holink evaluation 

holinks(X,N x [O,+oo)) N x [O,+x) (see [157 06])* The open map- 

ping cylinder has natural [O, +oo)-coordinates and there results a proper map 

f: U N x [O? +X) X [0v +X) such that 

(1) f -l (N x [07 +X) X {0}) = N x [O, +X) and f 1: f -l (N x [O, +X) x {O}) 
N x [O, +oo) x {O} is the identity, and 

(2) the map f by virtue of factoring through the mapping cylinder of a strat- 
ified fibration (via a homoto?y equivalence with good control) has good 
enough lifting properties that for every open cover i3 of N x [O, +oo) x 
(O,+oo), f is properly homotopic rel N x [O,+oo) to a map f: U > 

N x [07+00) X [O)+X) such that fl: W N x [O,+oo) x (O,+oo) is a 

proper stratified ,B-fibration where W = U \ (N x [07 +X)). 

Given an open cover oe of N x [O, +oo) x (03 +00)n if , is fine enough, then the 
techniques of [15], which are consequences of engulfing7 show that fl is oe-close 

to a map p: W N x [O, +X) x (O, oo) with the property that there exists a sequence {pn}n=1 °f proper maps Pn: W N x [O, +oo) x (O, +oo) such that 

(1) Pn is stratum preserving 21 -homotopic to Pn+l for n = 1, 27 3, .... 
(2) Pn is a stratified 21 -fibration for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .: 

(3) p = limnO<D Pn (uniformly). 

If oe is chosen correctly, then p extends continuously to a map p: U N x [O, +oo) x [O, +x) via the identity N x [O, +oo) N x [O, +oo) x {O}. Define 

q . N x [O+x) x (On+oO) 1V x [O;+oo) x (On+(x) by 

[ (x,O,t) if O < s < 10 
q(x, s, t) = 1. (x s - lO, t) iS s > 10. 

We now apply Lemma 5.1 to the current situation by incorporating the (O, +oo) 

factor into N. We conclude that qp: W N x [O, foo) x (O, foo) is 

an MSAF. We want to apply Lemma 6.11 below in order to conclude that 
there exists a stratum preserving homeomorphism of X onto the teardrop 
(X \ (N x [O,+oo))) Uqp (N x [O,+oo)) which restricts to the identity on 
N x [O,+x). In order to use Lemmaa6.11 we need to observe that 

ql: N x [O,+oo) N x [O,+oo) extends to a stratum preserving map of 

U to itself which is a homeomorphism on the complement of N x [O, oo). 
This is a special case of how Quinn's Isotopy Extension Theorem [25] is used 
in the proof of Lemma 6.7 belowX Since N x [O, +oo) has an approximate 
tubular neighborhood in the teardrop, the proof is complete. O 
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6. Approximate tubular neighborhoods for singular up-sets 

This section establishes the result that certain subsets of the singular set 
have approximate tubular neighborhoods. This will be crucial in the inductive 
proof of the main result. 

Definition 6.1. If X is a space with a stratification {Xi}izj, then a subset 
Y of Xsing is a singular up-set of X if Y is a union of strata of Xsing and if 
whenever Xj is a stratum of Xsing for which there exists a stratum Yi of Y 
with Yi C cl(Xj), then Xj C Y. 

Note that a singular up-set Y in X need not be closed in X. 

THEOREM 6.2. Let X be a manifold stratified space with compact singular 
set Xsing and let Y C Xsing be a singular up-set of X satisfying: 

if ZI and Z2 are distinct strata of X with Z1 C cl(Y) n cl(Z2), 
then dim(Z2) > 5. 

Then Y has an approximate tubular neighborhood in X. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number k of strata of Y. If k = 1, 
then Y is a stratum of X with compact closure and the Main Theorem of [15] 
implies that Y has an approximate tubular neighborhood in X. 

Assume k > 1 and Theorem 6.2 holds in the case of fewer than k strata. 
Write Y = AU B where A is a minimal stratum of Y and B = Y\A. Using [15] 
again, A has an approximate tubular neighborhood in X. By the inductive 
hypothesis, B has an approximate tubular neighborhood in X. Of course, 
A also has an approximate tubular neighborhood in Y (by restricting the 
approximate tubular neighborhood map for A in X to Y). 

Step 1 (Notation for the approximate tubular neighborhoods). Let UB be 
an open neighborhood of B in X for which there is an approximate tubular 
neighborhood map (PB : UB -> B x [0, +oo). Let VA be an open neighbor- 
hood of A in Y for which there is an approximate tubular neighborhood map 
AOA: VA -- A x [0, +oc). We need to show how to modify WA so that it has the 

additional property: 
if x E cl(A) \ A and U is an open neighborhood of x in X, 
then there exists an open neighborhood V of x in X such 
that A1 ({a} x [0,11]) C U whenever a E V n A. 

To this end let p : cl(A) -+ I be a map such that p-1(0) = cl(A) \ A 
and diamo'Al({a} x [0,p(a)]) goes to 0 as a C A approaches cl(A) \ A. 
Define p' : A x [0, +oo) -+ A x [0, +oo) by p'(a, s) =- (a, (1), and ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pa 

, , 
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(in/A: VA A X [0,+00) by fA = PX ° fA. Then fA iS the approximate 

tubular neighborhood map with the additional property (but we retain the 
notation WOA for this map). 

Step 2 (Modifying X along VA). Let A' be the one-point compactification 
of A x [O, +oo) with the point at infinity denoted w. 

CLAIM 6.3. A' is a manifold stratifed space with strata {g}, A x {O}, 
Ax (0,10), Ax {10} andAx (10,+00). 

Proof. Note that cl(A) is a compact manifold stratified space with cl(A)\A 
as a closed manifold stratified subspace. Stratify [O,+oo] with strata {O}, 
(O, 10), {10}, (10, +oo) and {+oo}. Give cl(A) x [O, +oo] the product strat- 
ification (which makes it a manifold stratified space [16, 4.1]). Since Z = 
((cl(A) \ A) x [O, +oo]) U (cl(A) x {+oc}) is a compact manifold stratified sub- 
space and A' = (cl(A) x [O, +oo])/Z, it follows from [15] that A' is a manifold 
stratified space. - C] 

Define q°A: cl(Y) > A' by ,o'A|VA = WA: VA A x [O, +a)) C A' and 

fA(Cl(Y)\VA) =g 

CLAIM 6.4. bo/A: C1(Y) > A' is a MSAF. 

Proof. Let 

Z > > cl(Y) 

1 1 

Z x I F > A' 

be a stratified homotopy lifting problem. Let Z = f-l(cl(Y) \ VA). Then the 
problem above restricts to a stratified lifting problem 

Z \ ZW fl > VA 

XO1 1WA 

(Z \ Zw) x I > A x [O, +o°) 

which has a stratified controlled solution F: (Z \ Zw) x I x [0,1) VA. It 

- - 

is not too hard to modify F so that diamF({z} x I x [0,1)) goes to zero 
as z gets close to Zw If that modification is made, then F will extend to a 
stratified controlled solution of the original problem by setting F(z, s, t) = f (z) 
if zEZw 
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Define the attaching space X' = X U A'. It follows from [16, 6.2] that 
X' is a manifold stratified space. Let qx ' X II A' -> X' be the quotient map. 

Step 3 (A neighborhood of the collar A x [0,10) in X'). Use Proposition 
5.2 to get an open neighborhood WA of A x [0,10) in X' and a proper map 

A : WA - A x [0, 10) x [0, +oo) 

such that ~A1(A x [0, 10) x {0}) = A x [0, 10) and (AI: A x [0, 10) --+ A x 

[0,10) x {0} is the identity. 

Step 4 (Using uniqueness). 

LEMMA 6.5. Let M and N be manifolds without boundary such that 

dim(M) > 5. Suppose p: M x I -- N x (0,10) x I is a 1-parameter fam- 
ily of manifold approximate fibrations; that is, p is fiber preserving over I and 

Pt 'M --+ N x (0,10) is a manifold approximate fibration for each t E I. Then 
there exists a manifold approximate fibration p: M -* N x (0, 10) such that 

P =- po over N x (0, 2) and p = Pi over N x (8, 10). 

Proof. By the straightening principle [10] (cf. [19]) there is an isotopy 
H M x I -> M x I with Ho = idM such that pH is as close to P0 x idl 
as desired. By the estimated homotopy extension theorem [5], there is a map 
p: M -+ N x (0, 10) such that p - po over N x (0, 4), P = piHi over N x (6, 10), 
and p is close to po. By the sucking principle [10] (cf. [19]), we may additionally 
assume that p is a manifold approximate fibration. By the isotopy extension 
theorem [8] there is a homeomorphism h: M -+ M such that h = inclusion 
on p-t(N x (0, 3)) and h = H1 on p-(N x (7, 10)). Finally, p = ph-1 is the 
desired manifold approximate fibration. D[ 

Returning to the proof of Theorem 6.2, let 

UAB = B (PA1(A x (0, 10)) x [0, +oo00)) UB C X 

and define the composition 

9AB: UAB OB 
-A(A x (0, 10)) x [0, +oc) 

A 
Xid[0'+c)> A x (0, 10) x [0, +oo). 

Note that PAB is an MSAF as follows. First, (PA x id[o,+oo) is an MSAF 

[16, 4.3]. Then [16, 7.4, 4.5] also implies that (PAB is an MSAF. Now let 

UAB qx(UAB) C X'. There is an induced map 

PAB: UAB - A x (0,10) x [0, +Co). 
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That is, fAB o qx =- AB ' UAB -> A x (0, 10) x [0, +oo). Note that gAB has 
the following three properties: 

(1) (KAB)-1(A x (0, 10) x {0}) =A x (0, 10), 
(2) (IAB : A x (0, 10) -- A x {0} is the identity, 

(3) A BI UAB \ (A x (0, 10)) --+ A x (0, 10) x (0, +oo) is an MSAF. 

The first two properties are obvious. For the third, note that since 

qx': UAB \ (A x (0,10)) -* UAB \ (A x (0,10)) is a homeomorphism, we 
can express gWAB on UAB \ (A x (0, 10)) as (PAB o qx , and PAB is an MSAF. 
It follows from [14, Prop. 7.1] that WB : UAB -) A x (0,10) x [0, +oo) is 
an MSAF. 

Thus, we have two maps (A': WA \ (A x {0}) - A x (0, 10) x [0, +oc) and 

Y'AB B - A x (0,10) x [0, +oo) which are MSAFs and give approximate 
tubular neighborhoods of A x (0, 10) in X'. Moreover, over A x (0, 10) x (0, +oo) 
these MSAFs are actually MAFs (because their inverse images miss Xsing). It 
follows from the uniqueness results of [18] and Lemma 6.5 that there exists a 
neighborhood WA of A x [0,10) in X' and a map 

AI: W - A x [0, 10) x [0, +oo) 

such that 

(1) WA C WA U UAB, 

(2) (A = (A over A x (0, 2) x [0, +oo), 

(3) (A = (AB over A x (8,10) x [0, +-o), 

(4) ( (A x, 10) x{0) = Ax[0, 0)and J : Ax[0, 10)-* Ax[0, 10)x{0} 
is the identity, 

(5) (A is an MSAF over A x (0,10) x [0, +oc). 

Step 5 (Shrinking and pushing). Let X be the quotient space obtained 
from X with the equivalence relation generated by setting x ~ y if x, y E VA, 
(PA(x) = (z,s) and PA(Y) = (z,t) for some z E A and 0 < s,t < 10. Let 

g : X -* X be the quotient map. We identify A with its image under g so 
that g1 : A - - A is the identity. Because of the additional condition imposed 
on PA in Step 1, it follows that g is a closed map (which is to say that the 
induced decomposition of X is upper semicontinuous; cf. Daverman [6, p. 8]). 
Moreover, X is a locally compact, separable metric space and g is a proper 
map [6, pp. 13-17]. 

CLAIM 6.6. There exists a homeomorphism g' X -> X such that 

(1) gl : A -> A is the identity, 

(2) g(Y) C g(Y), and, in fact, g(S) C g(S) for each stratum S of Y, 

(3) if S is a stratum of X missing Y, then g(S) = g(S). 
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The proof of Claim 6.6 is based on Bing's Shrinking Criterion (cf. [21, [6]) 
and the following lemma: 

LEMMA 6.7. There exist stratum preserving shrinking homeomorphisms 
for g; that is, for each open cover U of X and V of X, there exists a stratum 
preserving homeomorphism H: X -> X (that is, if S is a stratum of X, then 

H(S) = S) such that gH is V-close to g, each Hg-1(y) lies in some element 
of U and HI cl(A) is the inclusion. 

Proof. An isotopy ht, t E I, of A x (0, +0o) affecting only the (0, +Xo)- 
coordinates and moving A x (0,10] close to A x {0} can be approximately 
lifted to a stratum preserving isotopy ht, t c I of VA \ A so that 9OAht is as 
close as needed to htlpA. This comes from using the engulfing result [15, 4.3] 
together with Chapman's stacking technique [2, Lemma 3.5]. Now Quinn's 
Isotopy Extension Theorem [25] implies that ht can be extended to a stratum 
preserving isotopy ht of all of X. This extension is done one stratum at a time 
in such a way that the desired control is retained. Then the h1 provide the 
required shrinking homeomorphisms for g. Li 

Proof of Claim 6.6. The proof of Bing's Shrinking Criterion given in [2] 
provides a proper map k : X -+ X constructed as a limit k = limn,oo H1 o 

H2 o ... o Hn ': X -+ X where the Hi's are shrinking homeomorphisms given 
by Lemma 6.7 so that g =- g o k-1 defines the desired homeomorphism. D 

Let Y' be the quotient space obtained from Y with the equivalence relation 
generated by setting x g y if x, y E VA and x, y EC WA-(z, s) for some (z, s) C 
A x [0, 10]. Note that Y' contains a natural copy of A x [0,10]. In fact, Y' is 
the attaching space 

Y' YU ,AI (A x [0, 10]) 

where pA : 0A1(A x [0, 10]) -+ A x [0,10]. Let 

qy : Y - 

be the quotient map. Write Y' = (A x [0, 10]) U B' where (A x [0, 10]) n B' 0 
and (A x [0,10]) n cl(B') = A x {10}. 

Let Y" be the quotient space obtained from Y' with the equivalence rela- 
tion generated by setting (x, s) ~ (x, t) for each x C A and 0 < s, t < 10. Then 
Y" C X. Let qy/ : Y' -- X be the composition of the quotient map Y' -+ Y" 
followed by the inclusion Y" --+ X. 

Let 3: X -+ X be the map/ 3 - -g1 o g, let 3 Y -- Y, and let 

r : Y' = (A x [0, 10]) U B' -Y - AU B 

be the map 7r = g-1 o qy,. We call 7r the push; it is the key geometric move 
which allows the meshing of the two approximate tubular neighborhoods. Note 
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that I1 : A x [0, 10] --+ A C Y is the projection and 7r : cl(B') -+ Y is a stratum 
preserving homeomorphism. Essentially, 7r is the collapse of an external collar. 

CLAIM 6.8. Y' is a manifold stratified space with strata A x {0}, A x 

(0,10), A x {10} and qy(S) n B' for each stratum S of B C Y. 

Proof. First cl(B') is a manifold stratified space because 7rl : cl(B') --+ Y is 
a stratum preserving homeomorphism. Then Y' is a manifold stratified space 
by the adjunction theorem of [16, 6.2]. El 

CLAIM 6.9. 7 Y' -> Y is a MSAF. 

Proof. Let 
Z f > y 

ZxI F> Y 

be a stratified homotopy lifting problem. Define F: Z x I - Y' by F(z, t) = 

(7rlcl(B'))-lF(z,t) if f(z) C cl(B'). If f(z) C A x [0,10], define F(z,t) by 
setting 7rlF(z, t) = F(z, t) and 7r2F(z, t) = 7r2f (z) where 71 : A x [0, 10] -* A 
and 72 : A x [0, 10] -t [0, 10] are the projections. Then F is a stratified solution 

showing that 7r is actually a stratified fibration. E 

CLAIM 6.10. qy : Y -+ Y' is a MSAF. 

Proof. This follows from [16, 7.1]. D 

Step 6 (Recognizing a teardrop). The plan is to define a neighborhood U 
of Y in X together with a MSAF o: U \ Y -> Y x (0, +oo). This map will not 
extend via the identity Y -> Y x {0} so that we will not be able to conclude 
immediately that this gives an approximate tubular neighborhood of Y in X. 
However, S will extend via /3 and we will then be able to draw the necessary 
conclusions from the following lemma (with U playing the role of X so that Y 
is closed). 

LEMMA 6.11. Let X and Y = A U B be as above, but now assume that 
Y is closed in X. Suppose /3: X -+ X is a proper surjection such that: 

(1) /3- (y) - Y and /3: Y -- Y denotes the restriction of /3, 

(2) /3-1(A) = N is a closed neighborhood of A in Y, 

(3) /3\: A --> A is the identity, 

(4) 31: X \ N -- X \ A is a homeomorphism. 

Suppose further that ( : X > Y x [0, +oo) is a proper map such that 

(-1(Y x {0}) = Y and -o(x) = (/3(x),0) for each x C Y. Then there is a 
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homeomorphism h: X -+ (X \ Y) Uel(x\y) Y which restricts to the identity 
on Y. Moreover, if/3 is stratum preserving in the sense that /3(S) - S for each 
stratum S of X \ Y, then h also has this property. 

Proof. Define h: X -- (X \ Y) Ul(x\y) Y by 

i \-Jx xC Y, 

1 (-X)x e x X \ Y. 

Clearly, h is a bijection. The continuity criterion from [18] can be used to see 
that h is continuous as follows. First, one needs to check that h: X \ Y -+ 

(X \ Y) Ul(x\y) Y is an open embedding. But this map is /3-1, so this is 
obvious. Second, letting c: (X \ Y)U,l(x\y) -- Y x [0, +oo) be the teardrop 
collapse, one must check that co h: X -- Y x [0, +xoc) is continuous. This map 
is seen to be 

(x,o) xc Y, 
X p3 (x) xEX\Y. 

Let xn E X \ Y n = 1, 2, 3,... be a sequence with xn -- xo C Y and show that 

(vP/-1(xn) -+ (xo,0). If xo C B, then /-1(xn) -- /3- (xo) = 3- '(xo). Thus, 
9/3 -1(xn) -+ /3-1(xo) = (xo, 0). If, on the other hand, xo C A, it follows from 

the local compactness of X and the properness of / that after passing to a 

subsequence we may assume that /-1(xn) -- xo for some x4 E X. Then Xn -- 

/3(x) and so /3(x) = xo E Y. Thus, x CE Y and (o(xo) - (/3(xo), 0)- (xo, 0). 
Finally, p/3-1(xn) --+ (xo) - (xo, 0) as desired. Hence, h is continuous. 

To see that h-1 is continuous, first note that it is given by 

f x x Y, 

(x) x E X\Y. 

It suffices to consider a sequence xn E X \ Y, n = 1, 2,3,... such that xn -> 

xo E Y in the teardrop of g and show that /3(xn) - xo in X. We know that 

o(xn) -> (xo, 0) in Y x [0, +oo) (because the teardrop collapse is continuous). 
By the local compactness of Y and the properness of g, we may assume after 
passing to a subsequence that xn --> x4 for some x4 E X. Thus, W(xn) -+ o(xo). 
So W(x4) = (xo, 0) C Y x {0} and so /3(xo) = xo. Also S(xn) - (xo, 0). Note 

xo E Y. Now xn -+> x in X implies /B(xn) -> /3(x) in X which in turn 
implies /(xn) --> /(x) = xo as desired. Hence, h-1 is continuous and h is a 
homeomorphism. D 

Step 7 (Completion of the proof). We return to the completion of the proof 
of Theorem 6.2. Let UL = qXl(WIA) n X and U = UL U UB. Thus, U is an 
open neighborhood of Y in X. Let UR = U\qxl((~)-l(A x [0,8] x [0, +oc))). 
Note that U = UL U UR and 

UL n UR =- qXl((r) -(A x (8,10) x [0, +Xo))). 
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Define 

9: U Y X [07+X) 

as follows: 

(1) SSlUL is the composition 

UL A WA A x [O) 10) x [O, +oo) [°'+°°) > A x [O +oo) C-Y x [O +oo) 

(2) 91 UR is the corrlposition 

UR B X [O, +0O) [Q+)) Y' X [o + ) XXid[0 +) 

In order to verify that these definitions of ,o agree on the overlap, first note 

that 

UL n UR = qXl((9AB) 1(A x (8a 10) x [0:+x)) 

= FB1(WA1(A X (8, 10)) X [07 +00)) C UAB. 

From the definition of qy it follows that the composition 

R (PA (A x (8, 10)) X [O +00) qyXid[0l+o) yt [ 

is the composition 

UL n UR Y)A (A x (8, 10)) x [O, +OSD) soAXid[° +°°), A x (8 10) [0 

inclttsi°n > y' X [07 +X) . 

In turn, by the ciefinition of WSB) this is the composition 

U n U 9 A x (8 10) x [O +X) > Y x [O, +X) 

Use the definition °f f AB to express WAB = WAB ° qx It follows that WIUR on 

UL n UR is given by the composition 

UL n UR > A X (8, 10) x [O +OO) Xxid[0foo) A [O ) 
inclusi°n > y X [O, +oo ) 

Using the properties °f (A in Step 4, this is the composition 

UL n UR > A x (8,10) x [O +OO) 7rXid[0>+oo) A [0 
inclusi°n > y X [O, +oo) 

and) hence7 we have the desired agreement. 
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In fact, we have shown that the compositions 

U (Aoqx A x [O 10) x [0 +oo) in > y x [0: t°°) 

and 

U (qYXid[O>+oo))°9Bk y/ X [O +X) 

agree on UL n UR. Hence we have a map 

9':U >Y'x[O,+X) 

and our goal now is to show that 

U (°t y/ [o ) X X id[oS+oo) y [o ) 

has the property that its restriction 

91 u\Y > Y x (O,+X) 

is an MSAF. This is accomplished by the following claims: 

CLAIM 6.12. ,o'|: U \ Y > Y' X (O, +00) is a MSAF. 

Proof. According to the characterization in [13] it suffices to show that 
the mapping cylirlder cyl(o'l) is a homotopically stratified space. Since this 
condition is a local one it follows from the fact that is'] is locally a MSAF. [21 

CLAIM 6.13. W|: U \ Y ) Y x (O, +oo) is an MSAF. 

Proof. First r x id[o+oo) is a MSAF by Claim 6.9 and [16, 4.3]. Now 
combine Claim 6.12 and [16, 4.5]. 1z1 

Finally, note that Sol: Y > Y x {O} is the map r o qx = 7 so that Lemma 
6.11 can be applied to show that U is stratum preserving homeomorphic to the 
teardrop (U \ Y) U<,d,l(u\y) Y. This shows that Y has an approximate tubular 
neighborhood in X and completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. 0 

COROLLARY 6.14. Let X be a manifold stratified space with a compact 
singular set XSing such that all nonminimal strata of X are of dimension greater 
than or eqtbal to five. Then XSing has an approxzmate tubular neighborhood 
in X. 

Proof. XSing is a singular up-set satisfying the hypothesis of 
Theorem 6.2. - C1 
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7. Proof of the main result 

In this section we restate and prove the main result. 

THEOREM 7.1. Let X be a manifold stratified space with compact singular 
set Xsing such that all nonminimal strata of X are of dimension greater than 
or equal to five. If Y C Xsing is a pure subset of X, then Y has an approximate 
tubular neighborhood in X. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number n of strata of X. We may 
assume that n > 0 and that the result is true for manifold stratified spaces 
with fewer than n strata. Given X and Y as in the hypothesis, let Z be the 
union of the strata of Xsing \ Y and let A = Y n cl(Z). Then A is a pure 
subset of Xsing and A C (Xsing)sing. Since Xsing has fewer strata than X, it 

follows that A has an approximate tubular neighborhood in Xsing. Say U is 
an open neighborhood of A in Xsing for which there is an approximate tubular 

neighborhood map 

p: U -+ A x [0,+oo). 

By Corollary 6.14, Xsing has an approximate tubular neighborhood in X. Say 
V is an open neighborhood of Xsing in X for which there is an approximate 
tubular neighborhood map 

q: V -- Xsing x [0,+oo). 

Note that U U Y is open in Xing. Let Ui = U \ (Y \ A) so that U1 n Y = A. 
Let W - q-1((U U Y) x [0, +oc)). Then ql: W -- (U U Y) x [0, +oo) is still a 
MSAF [16, 7.4]. Define 

p: U U Y -u (A x [0, +oo)) U (Y x {0}) 

(where the range is a subset of Y x [0, +oo)) by pUil = p Ui -+ A x [0, +oo) 
and P : Y -+ Y x {0} is the identity. Note that p : U1 - A x [0, +oo) is a 
MSAF because U1 is a pure subset of U. It follows from [16, 7.2] that p is a 
MSAF. Define 

r: A x [0, +oo) x [0, +oo) -- A x [0, +oo) 

by r(a, s, t) = (a, s + t). It follows from [16, 4.6] that r is a stratified fibration. 
Define 

r : [(A x [0, +oo)) U Y x {0}] x [0, +oo) -. Y x [0, +oo) 

by 
r(x,s,t) if x A 

(x,s,t)- -(x t) if s 0O. 
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It follows from [16, 7.2] that r is a MSAF. Consider the composition 

f: W - (U U Y) x [0, +o) id[0,+ 

[(A x [0, +oX)) U Y x {0}] x [0, +oo) A Y x [0, +oo). 

It follows from [16, 4.3, 4.5] that f is a MSAF. It is then easy to check that f 
is an approximate tubular neighborhood map for Y in X. C 

Remark 7.2. The theorem also applies to a manifold stratified space 
X with noncompact singular set provided, in addition, that all the noncom- 
pact strata are of dimension greater than or equal to five and the one-point 
compactification of X is a manifold stratified space with the point at infinity 
constituting a new stratum. 

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY, NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 

E-mail address: bruce.hughes@vanderbilt.edu 
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